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Abstract

Machine Translation (MT) has been significantly
advanced in recent years, particularly with the emer-
gence of Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-
4 and ChatGPT, leading to new challenges and op-
portunities. In this paper, we explore various inter-
esting directions for MT using LLMs, such as Long-
Document Translation, Stylised MT, Interactive MT,
Translation Memory-based MT, and new evaluation
paradigms. Additionally, we address privacy con-
cerns in MT using LLMs and propose basic privacy-
preserving methods to mitigate potential risks. We
present several examples to showcase the feasibil-
ity of the proposed directions and demonstrate their
potentials for enhancing the quality and diversity
of MT output, especially in challenging scenarios
like translating long documents. Ultimately, we
highlight the opportunities and challenges for future
research in MT using LLMs, suggesting potential
avenues for further exploration.

1 Introduction

Machine Translation (MT), especially Neural Machine Trans-
lation (NMT, [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017;
Castilho et al., 2017; Stahlberg, 2020; He et al., 2022b;
Kocmi et al., 2022]) is a fundamental task in natural language
processing (NLP) that aims to automatically translate texts
from one language to another. Despite decades of research,
MT still faces many challenges, such as dealing with idiomatic
expressions, low-resource translation, handling rare words,
and maintaining coherence and fluency in the translation [He et

al., 2022a]. Recently, the emergence of Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), such as GPT-3 and ChatGPT [Brown et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2021; Ouyang et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022], has
significantly advanced the state-of-the-art in MT. The zero-
shot MT performance of LLMs is even on par with strong fully
supervised MT systems while LLMs can also be used in vari-
ous scenarios beyond MT [Wei et al., 2022; Jiao et al., 2023b;
Wang et al., 2023].

However, MT using LLMs also poses new challenges
and opportunities that require new directions and method-
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ologies. In this paper, we brainstorm several interesting
directions for MT using LLMs, including Stylised MT, In-
teractive MT, and Translation Memory (TM) based MT, as
well as a potential new evaluation paradigm of translation
quality using LLMs. Stylised MT [Sennrich et al., 2016;
Niu and Carpuat, 2020] aims to preserve the stylistic fea-
tures of the source text in the translation output, such as the
tone, register, formality, genre, etc. Interactive MT [Knowles
and Koehn, 2016; Santy et al., 2019] aims to facilitate
the collaboration and feedback between human translators
and MT systems, such as through chatbots or question-
answering systems. TM-based MT [Bulte and Tezcan, 2019;
Xu et al., 2020] tends to make use of similar translations re-
trieved from the TM to improve the MT performance. The
new evaluation paradigm using LLMs aims to leverage the
power of LLMs for a more accurate and efficient evaluation of
MT systems from various aspects instead of only evaluating
the similarity between system outputs and references.

In addition to the new directions and methodologies, we also
discuss the privacy concerns in MT using LLMs and propose
basic privacy-preserving methods to mitigate the risks. Privacy
in LLM-based MT is becoming increasingly important, as
LLMs may inadvertently reveal sensitive information in the
source text or the translation output.

To preliminarily investigate the feasibility of the interesting
directions mentioned above, we present several examples us-
ing GPT-4 for MT under various scenarios, demonstrating the
feasibility of the directions. Our results demonstrate the po-
tentials of the prospective new directions and methodologies
for enhancing the quality and diversity of MT output, as well
as the importance and challenges of privacy-preserving in MT
using LLMs. We conclude by highlighting the opportunities
and challenges for future research in MT using LLMs and
suggesting potential directions for further exploration.

2 Challenging MT Scenarios

2.1 Long-Document Translation

The majority of MT applications have traditionally concen-
trated on sentence-level translation, which can sometimes lead
to translations that are devoid of context and coherence. Re-
cent years have seen a growing interest in document-level
translation, a task of critical importance that involves the
translation of entire documents, but also presents unique chal-



Figure 1: Interesting directions for MT using LLMs (e.g. GPT models), including challenging MT scenarios, interactive MT, new evaluation
paradigm for MT using LLMs, etc.

lenges [Wang et al., 2017a; Zhang et al., 2022]. Surprisingly,
LLMs have shown potentials in modeling exceptionally long
texts with complex discourse structures, suggesting that they
could be instrumental in advancing the field of document-level
translation [Wang et al., 2023]. Figure 2 illustrates an example
of GPT-4 translating a document.

2.2 Stylised MT

Stylised MT refers to the ability of generating translations
that match a specific style or genre [Wang et al., 2022], such
as formal or informal expression [Sennrich et al., 2016], po-
etry or prose, different dialects or registers, etc. This can be
achieved by training MT systems on multi-parallel data that
contain translations in different styles or genres, or by using
style transfer techniques [Yang et al., 2018] that can trans-
form a given translation into a desired style. Stylised MT has
many potential applications, such as in marketing, literature,
or cultural preservation.

However, Stylised MT is difficult to achieve before the pres-
ence of LLMs as there lacks such multi-parallel corpora for
Stylised MT to fit various styles while the zero-shot ability of
LLMs makes these tasks achievable. We can directly prompt
LLMs to translate the text with a specific style expressed by
natural language or we can first let LLMs translate the original
text and then stylise the translation output. We present an
example of translating an introduction for the Olympic Games
from Wikipedia from English to Chinese while following a
poetic style in Figure 3. This example shows that GPT-4 can
handle translation with a poetic style while also keeping the
semantic information of the original text, which can be hardly

achieved by conventional MT systems.
Nevertheless, Stylised MT also presents a variety of obsta-

cles. Among these challenges, one notable issue is to deter-
mine the best approach to systematically define and quantify
various styles or genres on a larger scale. Another challenge
is how to evaluate the quality of Stylised MT, as traditional
evaluation metrics may not be sufficient to capture the di-
versity of stylistic variations. Overcoming these challenges
requires interdisciplinary collaboration between linguists, lit-
erary scholars, and computer scientists.

3 Interactive MT

3.1 Bilingual Terminology

Interactive MT [Santy et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2023a] allows
users to actively participate in the translation process, either
by correcting or refining automatic translations or by provid-
ing feedback on the translation quality. This can be achieved
by integrating MT systems based on LLMs with interactive
user interfaces, such as chatbots or online forums, that allow
users to engage with the translation process in real-time to
provide feedback and more specific requirements such as spe-
cific translations of certain terminologies. Interactive MT can
help to improve the accuracy and fluency of the translations,
especially in cases where the source language is ambiguous or
the domain knowledge is limited.

However, interactive MT also raises several challenges. One
challenge is how to design user interfaces that are intuitive
and user-friendly, yet also informative and flexible. Another
challenge is how to incorporate user feedback into the trans-



GPT-4

Prompt:

Output:

eÍ/�∂�ßjN}fåSUVÑ}f6 F⇥Âl
¯wêé∑˝⇥
É1e‰Øy·�� (August Horch) é1910t�À⇥�
�dM˛�À«Ê�∂l¯�vfã¯S◊"Œ⇥e
Íw��ß€8fã⇥01914t���Ñ∞f�À¬
†‘[v∑‹⇥
e‰Øy·��é1920tª�eÍl¯�≈˚∑˝:®
fL⇢T�⇢ÑL⇢„h⇥
ÓM�eÍ/'⌫∆‚ÑPl¯��ß(œSäÑ}
f⇥

Figure 2: An example of translating a document-level text from En-
glish to Chinese using GPT-4. We highlight the discourse phenomena
using figures and lines, which are invisible to GPT-4.

lation process in a principled and effective way. Overcoming
these challenges requires insights from human-computer inter-
action, NLP, and user experience design. Figure 4 illustrates
an example of prompting GPT-4 in an interactive way for MT,
where the specific translation requirement of named entities is
provided.

3.2 Translation Memory-based MT

TM has been used for decades to help human translators in
basic Computer-Aided Translation systems. The general pro-
cess of using TM in MT is, for a sentence to be translated, to
first search for similar translations in TM using, for instance,
fuzzy matching techniques, then revised or edit the retrieved
similar translation in order to obtain a high-quality translation.
TM-based MT has already been integrated into conventional
NMT systems [Bulte and Tezcan, 2019; Xu et al., 2020; Cai et

al., 2021]. The use of retrieved similar sentence pairs [Pham et

al., 2020] seems to be a natural fit to few-shot prompting tech-
niques when performing MT using LLMs [Vilar et al., 2022;
Moslem et al., 2023]. LLMs have emerged with the In-
Context Learning (ICL) ability that they can learn specific
tasks through task examples given in the prompt.

However, existing works so far have mostly used randomly
selected translation examples as prompts and suggest that

GPT-4

Prompt: Please translated the text below to Chinese
following poetic style: ”The Ancient Olympic Games were a
religious and athletic festival that took place every four years
at the sanctuary of Zeus in Olympia, Greece. Participants
came from various city-states and kingdoms of Ancient
Greece, competing in mainly athletic sports, but also combat
sports such as wrestling and the pankration, as well as horse
and chariot racing events. It is believed that during the
Games, all conflicts among participating city-states were
suspended until the end of the festival, which was known as
the Olympic peace or truce. However, this idea is considered
a modern myth as the Greeks never actually suspended their
wars. Nevertheless, the truce did provide safe passage for
religious pilgrims traveling to Olympia, who were protected
by Zeus.”

Output:

‰eó9K–®⇢�€t�¶��Jeó9ö�
ôØ#0�óY€x�fiÄ�:⇥
¯Œ¶˝�PZ�⇥�õâ⌦8�
0Ñ“⇣�✏˚“õ�lffi�⇥
e–ås�ÇÜ�Ù�⇠âÇ\�
}:∞„�^› Ù�û⇡�6⇥
ôØáQ��#⇧L�âhµæ�
eó9K�ås8{�qH]?⇥

Figure 3: An example of prompting GPT-4 to translate texts from
English to Chinese using poetic style. GPT-4 can generate transla-
tions in a poetic style, and its format is also more in line with poetry,
while the semantic information of the original English text is also
preserved in the output translation.

using semantically similar examples does not significantly fur-
ther improve the translation performance [Vilar et al., 2022;
Zhu et al., 2023]. Most of these works used sentence-level em-
bedding built by an external language model to retrieve similar
examples via an embedding similarity search. On the contrary,
other studies using lexical fuzzy matches to retrieve similar
translations have shown significant improvements [Moslem et

al., 2023]. Therefore, the conclusion about the effectiveness
of using similar translations in MT using LLMs still remains
unclear. Since TMs can provide useful domain and style in-
formation that can directly help LLMs to generate translations
that better meet the translation requirement, it is a promising
direction to further study how to better integrate TMs into
LLMs for MT. Figure 5 illustrates an example of prompting
LLM both without and with TMs where using TMs directly
improves the translation quality.

Previous studies on conventional TM-based MT has also
shown that conventional Transformer-based NMT system al-
ready shows the ability to make use of new TMs that the
model has never seen during training to largely improve
domain-specific translation during inference [Xu et al., 2020;
Xu et al., 2022]. This indicates that conventional NMT sys-
tems learn to understand the relationship between a given
source sentence and a similar translation and to select useful
information from the given similar translation, rather than



GPT-4

Prompt: Please translate the text below to Chinese: ”Jordan
played college basketball for three seasons under coach
Dean Smith with the North Carolina Tar Heels. As a
freshman, he was a member of the Tar Heels’ national
championship team in 1982. Jordan joined the Bulls in
1984 as the third overall draft pick, and quickly emerged
as a league star, entertaining crowds with his prolific
scoring while gaining a reputation as one of the game’s
best defensive players. His leaping ability, demonstrated
by performing slam dunks from the freethrow line in Slam
Dunk Contests, earned him the nicknames ”Air Jordan” and
”His Airness”.”

Output: T9(⌫aWe≥fiT��ÑY√Í
i·Ú∆Ø⌥¸↵�:� *[cÑ'fÓ⇤�Ø⇥
\:��∞��÷(1982t⇣:ÜT��h˝†
õ‚�Ñ�X⇥1984t�T9\:, zM ¿´l
[� -�v≈�⇣:Tfl���ÂÿHó⌃1P¬
⌫��ˆ_´§:/‘[-�}Ñ2à⇤XK�⇥÷
ÑÛ√˝õ�⇢«(cÓ'[-ŒZ⇤øwÛå⇣c
Ó�U:˙e�:÷bóÜ“fi∫T9”å“z-T/
�”Ñ˜⇥

Prompt:Please translate it to Chinese while keep the
people’s name (such as Jordan) and organisation’s name
(such as Chicago Bull) in English.

Output:T9(⌫aWe≥fiTar Heels�ÑY√Dean
Smith⌥¸↵�:� *[cÑ'fÓ⇤�Ø⇥\:�
�∞��÷(1982t⇣:ÜTar Heels�h˝†õ‚�
Ñ�X⇥1984t�T9\:, zM ¿´Chicago
Bulls� -�v≈�⇣:Tfl���ÂÿHó⌃1
P¬⌫��ˆ_´§:/‘[-�}Ñ2à⇤XK
�⇥÷ÑÛ√˝õ�⇢«(cÓ'[-ŒZ⇤øwÛ
å⇣cÓ�U:˙e�:÷bóÜ“Air Jordan”å“His
Airness”Ñ˜⇥

Figure 4: An example of using GPT-4 in an interactive way for MT.
GPT-4 can adjust the translation results according to the user’s input.
Named entities (in red) ajusted by GPT-4 are marked in blue.

remember sentences seen during training. This ability is, to
some extent, similar to the ICL ability of LLMs. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist research
works focusing on finding the relationships between these two
abilities.

4 New Evaluation Paradigm for MT using

LLMs

Evaluating the quality of MT using LLMs is a challeng-
ing task, as existing evaluation metrics may not be suffi-
cient to capture the full range of translation quality. In ad-
dition, existing open-access test sets may suffer from the
data contamination problem as they are possibly used dur-
ing the training process of LLMs. Evaluating on these test
sets cannot correctly reflect the MT performance of LLMs.

GPT-4

Prompt: Please translate the following sentence into French.
Here is a similar translation you can use:
En cas d’atteinte sévère ou si le patient est dans l’incapacité
d’avaler les comprimés (par ex. patients alimentés par
sonde), il est recommandé de débuter le traitement par une
administration intraveineuse de ciprofloxacine jusqu’à ce
qu’un relais par voie orale soit possible.

In severe cases or if the patient is unable to take oral
suspension (e.g- patients on enteral nutrition), it is
recommended to commence therapy with intravenous
ciprofloxacin until a switch to oral administration is possible.

Output without TM: Dans les cas graves ou si le patient
ne peut pas prendre de suspension orale (par exemple, les
patients sous nutrition entérale), il est recommandé de
commencer le traitement par ciprofloxacine intraveineuse
jusqu’à ce qu’un passage à l’administration orale soit
possible.

Output: Dans les cas graves ou si le patient est incapable de
prendre une suspension orale (par ex. les patients en nutrition
entérale), il est recommandé de commencer le traitement par
une administration intraveineuse de ciprofloxacine jusqu’à
ce qu’un passage à l’administration orale soit possible.

Figure 5: An example of prompting GPT-4 to translate text from
English to French using a similar translation retrieved from TM.
Benefits directly taken by GPT-4 from the given similar translation
is marked in blue, in contrast to the translation in red without using
TMs.

A new evaluation paradigm for MT using LLMs should take
into account the unique characteristics of LLM-based MT,
such as the ability to generate fluent but inaccurate transla-
tions or the sensitivity to domain-specific knowledge. Possi-
ble approaches to a new evaluation paradigm include using
specifically-designed human evaluations [Graham et al., 2020;
Ji et al., 2022] for such systems, or even directly employ
LLMs to evaluate the translation output from LLMs [Kocmi
and Federmann, 2023] - although studies show that LLMs
would prefer the translation output from LLMs instead of
other systems [Liu et al., 2023]. Besides, we can also use
extrinsic evaluation - we can use the translation output in other
tasks and measure the corresponding performance instead of
directly assessing the translation quality.

However, developing a new evaluation paradigm also poses
several challenges. One challenge is how to balance the trade-
off between evaluation efficiency and evaluation quality, as
human evaluations can be time-consuming and expensive, and
LLM-based evaluation can be biased. Another challenge is
how to ensure the reliability and validity of the evaluation
results, as different evaluators may have different subjective
judgments or biases. An example of using GPT-4 to evaluate
the translation output for a tweet from Elon Musk is shown in
Figure 6. Although GPT-4 can analyze the text based on the
standards it lists, there is a certain hallucination phenomenon,
which means pointing out errors that do not exist in the trans-



GPT-4

Prompt: Please translate this tweet into Chinese: ”For the
next 12 months, Twitter will keep none of the money.
You will receive whatever money we receive, so that’$ 70%
for subscriptions on ios & Android (they charge 30%) and
-92% on the web (could be better, depending on payment
processor 
After the first year. ios & Android fees drop to 15% and
we will add a small amount on top of that, depending on
volume.
We will also help promote your work. Our goal is to
maximize creator prosperity.
At any point, you can leave our platform and take your work
with you. Easy in, easy out.”

Output: (•↵eÑ12*�Ã�Twitter�⇢›Y˚U
±⇥
⌘ Ï 6 0 Ñ ± ` Ï ⌃ h Ë ∑ ó � @ Â
(iOSåAndroid⌦ Ñ ¢ ⇧ 6 e /70%� É Ï 6
÷30%Ñ9( �(Qu⌦/92%�÷≥é/ÿ⌅⌃
h�Ô˝⇢Ù} 
,�t«��iOSåAndroidÑ9(MN015%�⌘Ï⇢
(d˙@⌦û†�✏Ë⌃�wS÷≥é§◆œ⇥
⌘Ïÿ⌃.©®�`Ñ\¡⇥⌘ÏÑÓ⌥/�'��
\⇧ÑAc⇥
(˚Uˆ⇡�`˝ÔÂª�⌘ÏÑsv&p`Ñ\
¡⇥{~€e�{~�˙⇥

Prompt: How good is the translation above with some
specific aspects you can think of?

Output: The translation above is generally accurate and
conveys the main ideas of the original tweet. However, there
are a few aspects that could be improved:
1. Consistency in terms: In the original tweet, ”money” is
used consistently, while in the translation, both ”±” and ”6
e” are used. It would be better to stick with one term, such
as ”6e” for consistency.
2. Clarity: The part ”-92% on web” in the original tweet
might be a typo and should be ”92% on web.” The transla-
tion follows the original text, but it could cause confusion
for readers. It would be better to clarify this point in the
translation.
3. Punctuation: The original tweet uses a mix of punctuation
marks, such as ”$” and ”%.” In the translation, it would be
better to use standard Chinese punctuation marks, like ”%”
for percentages.
4. Formatting: The translation is presented as a single para-
graph, while the original tweet has multiple lines and breaks.
To improve readability, the translation could be formatted
similarly to the original tweet.
Overall, the translation is good but could benefit from some
minor adjustments to improve consistency, clarity, punctua-
tion, and formatting.

Figure 6: An example of using GPT-4 for evaluating translation
output. We let GPT-4 generate a translation text, and then ask it to
introduce how to evaluate a translation text. GPT-4 provides standards
and evaluates the translation text accordingly.

lation text. Overcoming these challenges requires rigorous
experimental design, statistical analysis, and transparency in
reporting.

5 Privacy in MT using LLMs

As LLMs become more powerful and widely used in MT, there
are growing concerns about privacy and security [Xie et al.,
2023]. In particular, LLMs may inadvertently reveal sensitive
information in the source text or the translation output, such
as personally identifiable information, confidential business
data, or political opinions. Privacy in MT using LLMs aims
to mitigate these risks by developing privacy-preserving meth-
ods that can protect the confidentiality and integrity of the
translation process.

One basic approach to preserve privacy in MT using LLMs
is to anonymize sensitive information in the textual input and
then pass it to LLMs and get the output, which is then de-
anonymized. An example of such an issue using GPT-4 is
shown in Figure 7. This is similar to methods integrating
terminologies or user dictionaries into conventional NMT sys-
tems [Crego et al., 2016].

However, privacy in MT using LLMs also poses several
challenges. One challenge is how to balance the trade-off
between privacy and accuracy, as privacy-preserving methods
may introduce additional noise or distortion to the translation
output [Dinu et al., 2019]. Another challenge is how to ensure
the interoperability and compatibility of privacy-preserving
methods across different languages, models, and platforms.
Overcoming these challenges requires collaboration between
experts in cryptography, privacy, and MT, as well as adherence
to ethical and legal standards.

6 Discussion

Personalized MT [Mirkin and Meunier, 2015; Rabinovich
et al., 2017] - With the advancements in LLM-based MT, the
focus can be shifted towards personalized MT. This approach
can enable the provision of customized translations that are
tailored to each user’s preferences and needs. It can include
translations that are adapted to the user’s language proficiency,
domain-specific terminology, or cultural references. One pos-
sible approach to perform personalized MT is to prompt LLMs
with user-specific preferences or metadata, such as the search
histories or social media posts of the users. In other words, this
aims to incorporate more contexts when translating text [Wang
et al., 2017b]. The zero-shot ability of LLMs makes the above
tasks feasible, which are difficult to achieve in previous MT
systems because such data is usually unavailable and also dif-
ficult to integrate into NMT system even when it is available.

However, personalized MT still raises several challenges.
One of such is how to collect and store user-specific data
in a privacy-preserving manner. Another critical challenge
is how to measure the effectiveness of personalized MT, as
traditional evaluation metrics may not capture the nuances
of user preferences and needs. Overcoming these challenges
requires careful consideration of ethical, legal, and technical
issues.



GPT-4

Prompt: Please translate this text into Chinese: ”John
Smith, the CEO of Boeing Corporation, has offered to pay
$10 million for the acquisition of Alphabet Corporation. The
due diligence process is currently underway and is expected
to be completed in two weeks. Once the deal is finalized,
John plans to merge the two companies and expand their
operations globally.

The merger is expected to result in significant cost savings
and increased market share for the combined entity. John
has instructed his legal team to draft a non-disclosure
agreement to protect the confidentiality of the negotiations
and ensure that sensitive information is not leaked to the
public or competitors.”

Output: ¶·Ú∆Ø�John Smith �‚Ûl¯
�Boeing Corporation Ññ-gLò�Ú–Æ/
ÿ1000⌥éC6-Alphabet Corporation⇥=L⇤Â«↵
ÓMc(€L-�Ñ°⌃($hÖå⇣⇥�Ê§◆r
ö�¶°✓⌃$∂l¯�v�v⌃v⇢°iU0h
⇤⇥

Ÿ!�vÑ°⌃:�v�ÑûS&e>WÑ⇣,Ç¶
å⇥:˝ùÑû�⇥¶Ú⌥:÷Ñ’ã‚�wI�
˝›∆OÆ�Â›§�$Ñ:∆'�vn›O�·o
�⇢ƒ2Ÿl⌫�fiâ˘K⇥

Prompt: Please translate this text into Chinese: ”#P1#, the
CEO of #ORG1#, has offered to pay $#NUM1# million for
the acquisition of #ORG2#. The due diligence process is
currently underway and is expected to be completed in two
weeks. Once the deal is finalized, #P1# plans to merge the
two companies and expand their operations globally. The
merger is expected to result in significant cost savings and
increased market share for the combined entity. #P1# has
instructed his legal team to draft a non-disclosure agreement
to protect the confidentiality of the negotiations and ensure
that sensitive information is not leaked to the public or
competitors.

Output: #P1#�#ORG1#Ññ-gLò�Ú–Æ/
ÿ#NUM1#~⌥éC6-#ORG2#⇥=L⇤Â«↵Ó
Mc(€L-�Ñ°⌃($hÖå⇣⇥�Ê§◆æ
⇣�#P1#°✓⌃$∂l¯�vv⌃v⇢°iUÛh
⇤⇥Ñ°�v⌃:�v�ÑûS&e>WÑ⇣,Ç¶
å⇥:˝ùû�⇥#P1#Ú⌥:v’ã‚�wI�˝›
∆OÆ�Â›§�$Ñ›∆'�n›O�·o�⇢ƒ
2Ÿl⌫�fiâ˘K⇥

Figure 7: An example of privacy issue using GPT-4 for MT. The
above one is the example where the input is not anonymized, thus
containing name information, business data, etc (in red). The bottom
one is the example where the sensitive information in the input is
anonymized (in blue).

Multi-modal MT [Yao and Wan, 2020; Sulubacak et al.,
2020] - Another promising direction is multi-modal MT, which
involves integrating visual, audio, or other non-textual in-

formation into the translation process. This approach can
enhance the quality and accuracy of translations in various
settings, such as image or video captioning, automatic speech
recognition, and sign language translation. LLMs, such as
GPT-4 [OpenAI, 2023], can be employed to develop models
that can learn from multi-modal data and generate translations
that accurately convey the meaning of the input.

However, multi-modal MT poses several challenges, such
as data heterogeneity, unbalanced datasets, and domain speci-
ficity. Overcoming these challenges would require develop-
ing novel algorithms that can learn from multi-modal data
and generalize well across different modalities and domains.
Leveraging the multilingual translation prowess of LLMs and
combining them with models of diverse modalities unlocks
the potential for remarkable applications. For instance, LLMs
can be employed for video localization purposes. This tool’s
primary objective is to seamlessly translate video content into
a desired target language while simultaneously replicating the
video creator’s voice using voice cloning technology for narra-
tion. Such an approach is perfectly suited for global product
promotions, enabling the creation of a single video that can
be effortlessly transcribed into multiple languages, catering to
audiences across the world.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored several intriguing and promising
research directions for MT in the context of using LLMs.
We presented case examples for Long-Document Translation,
Stylised MT, Interactive MT, TM-based MT, and new evalu-
ation paradigms for MT using LLMs, along with examples
preserving user privacy in LLM-based MT. Furthermore, we
identified additional directions such as personalized MT and
multi-modal translation. Our aim is to inspire further research
in the area of leveraging LLMs for MT and to advance the
state-of-the-art in this rapidly evolving field.
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